### UMA ENGINE GAUGES

**UMA 2-1/4" ELECTRONIC OIL PRESSURE 270° GAUGE**

Electronic Oil Pressure Gauges connect to a pressure transducer and connects to the gauge with wires. Standard dial markings are black and white.

- 2-1/4", 0-60 PSI, TSO'd........P/N 10-02415........$236.95
- 2-1/4", 0-80 PSI, TSO'd........P/N 10-02416........$229.95
- 2-1/4", 0-100 PSI, TSO'd........P/N 10-02417........$236.95
- 2-1/4", 100 PSI..................P/N 10-02424........$166.75
- 2-1/4", 150 PSI.................P/N 10-02761........$166.75

**SENTOR NOT INCLUDED**

**SEE NEXT PAGE FOR SENDERS**

---

**UMA 2-1/4" ELECTRONIC FUEL PRESSURE 270° GAUGE**

Electronic Fuel Pressure Gauges connect to a pressure transducer and connects to the gauge with wires. Standard dial markings are black and white.

- 2-1/4", 0-7 PSI, TSO'd..........P/N 10-02412........$236.95
- 2-1/4", 0-15 PSI, TSO'd........P/N 10-02413........$236.95
- 2-1/4", 0-60 PSI, TSO'd........P/N 10-02414........$236.95
- 2-1/4", 0-30 PSI.................P/N 10-02422........$166.75

**SENTOR NOT INCLUDED**

**SEE NEXT PAGE FOR SENDERS**

---

**UMA 2-1/4" ELECTRONIC OIL TEMPERATURE 270° GAUGE TSO’D**

These rugged aircore gauges work with either thermocouple or thermistor probes. Standard markings are black and white.

- 100-300° F, TSO’d ..........P/N 10-02443........$236.95

**SENTOR NOT INCLUDED**

**SEE NEXT PAGE FOR SENDERS**

---

**UMA 2-1/4" ELECTRONIC CHT 270° GAUGE**

These gauges are available for either thermocouple or thermistor probes. Standard markings are black and white.

- 2-1/4", 100-300° F - compatible with VDC........P/N 10-02426........$166.75
- 2-1/4", 100-600° F - 90° sweep for use with thermocouple powered aircraft........P/N 10-02429........$166.75
- 2-1/4", 100-600° F - 270° sweep for use with internal powered aircraft........P/N 10-02057........$166.75

**TYPE J CHT PROBES**

- 10mm Spark Plug Ring........P/N 10-00960........$81.75
- 12mm Spark Plug Ring........P/N 10-00961........$81.75
- 14mm Spark Plug Ring........P/N 10-00962........$81.75
- 18mm Spark Plug Ring........P/N 10-00963........$81.75
- 3/8"-24 Bayonet wrench........P/N 10-00795........$108.75

**UMA TSO'D TEMPERATURE PROBES**

- T3B1 1/8 NPT TSP Type K with 6' Lead........P/N 10-05164........$106.75
- T3B2 3/8-24 TSO Type K with 6’ Lead.........P/N 10-05165........$106.75
- T3B3 3/8-18 TSO Type K with 6’ Lead..........P/N 10-05166........$106.75
- T3B3A 3/8-18 TSO Type K with 6’ Lead........P/N 10-05167........$106.75
- T3B11 1/4-18 TSO Type K with 6’ Lead........P/N 10-05168........$106.75

**REPLACEMENT UMA AMMETER SHUNTS 30/60/80/100 AMP**

Shunt and Ammeter shunt 30AMP, 60AMP, 80AMP, and 100AMP.

- Shunt 30AMP 1C1........P/N 10-02072........$46.50
- Shunt 60AMP 1C2........P/N 10-02073........$46.50
- Shunt 80AMP 1C3........P/N 10-02074........$46.50
- Shunt 100AMP 1C4........P/N 10-02075........$46.50

**UMA DUAL AMP/VOLTMETERS**

These 2-1/4” dual amp voltmeters are ideal for any aircraft where panel space is limited. Amperage is displayed at all times, and simply a push a button to display voltage. Complete with gauge and shunt. Voltage range 0-30 volts.

- Range: 30 amp...............P/N 10-14668........$318.00
- 60 amp.....................P/N 10-14685........$318.00
- 80 amp.....................P/N 10-14683........$318.00
- 100 amp.................P/N 10-14695........$318.00
- 0-150 amp..............P/N 10-00082........$318.00

**UMA Optional internal lighting**

- 100amp. ....................P/N 10-02709........$56.75

**AMMETERS**

These new manufactured ammeters offer accuracy, rugged construction, and contemporary styling. Made in U.S. A. Furnished with shunt. Size: 2-1/4”

- Range: 0-30 (0 center)....P/N 10-01465........$210.95
- 0-60 (0 center)..........P/N 10-14665........$210.95
- 0-80 (0 center)..........P/N 10-14664........$210.95
- 0-100 (0 center)........P/N 10-02788........$210.95

---

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice

[www.aircraftspruce.com](http://www.aircraftspruce.com)